
                    

 

                                                    

Partnership between Hypoport Capital Market and ValuePrice starts  
with Global ABS 2008 
 
Hypoport Capital Market’s investor portal covers ValuePrice’s pricing to improve  
transparency in the European ABS Market 
  

 
Berlin, 30 May, 2008 – Hypoport Capital Market AG, a leading independent service provider for the 
ABS industry, today announced that it has integrated ValuePrice AG’s valuation service (FIPCA). 
ValuePrice is one of the first true neutral and independent valuation service providers, offering the 
calculation and evaluation of illiquid and complex financial instruments in a mark to market approach. 
 
Investors in the European ABS market can now get a complete view of ABS deal summaries, 
performance and research information as well as analysis functionalities like performance monitoring, 
loan-level-slicing and dicing and waterfall models from Hypoport together with ValuePrice AG’s 
independent valuation. Mutual customers that access specific deal information through Hypoport’s 
EUROPACE platform can now access ValuePrice AG’s ABS pricing service enabling them to compare 
deals, pricing and relative performance within the EUROPACE platform as one-stop-shop.  
 
As the European securitisation community prepares to gather once again for Global ABS 2008 – this 
time descending on Cannes instead of Barcelona – both companies are announcing the cooperation 
as well on their stand as also by a common participation on the ABS Valuation and Modeling session 
as panelists.    
 
Martin Damaske, Managing Director at Hypoport Capital Market AG, said: “For our houses this 
partnership with ValuePrice carries an important strategic component because we now can provide 
prices on 100% of an investors ABS portfolio in a very short term within our EUROPACE for investors 
platform. This cooperation further enhances the service offerings on our information and analysis 
platform for European ABS.” 
 
Alexander Prockrandt, Chief Executive Officer at ValuePrice, commented: “We have achieved an 
important milestone for the ABS-Industry: It’s the first time that mark to model data really meets mark 
to market valuation – and that the client can directly take advantage of it!” 
 
For further information, please contact:  
 

 

Hypoport Capital Market AG 

Dr. Franz-Rudolf Brüggemann 

Managing Director 

Tel. +49 (0)30 / 42086-1410 

Email: fr.brueggemann@hypoport.de  

 

ValuePrice AG 
Alexander Engel 
Head of Marketing and Communication 
Tel: + 49 (0)69 / 2578877-11 
Email: aengel@valueprice.eu 

 

 

  
  

  

 

 
 



                    

 

About Hypoport Capital Market AG 
 
Hypoport Capital Market AG is part of the Hypoport group. Hypoport is listed in the Prime Standard 
segment at the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. With now 400 employees, the company’s growth rate has 
been double-digit in the last two years. Its business model rests on two pillars, each profiting from the 
existence of the other: the sale and marketing of financial products, and the provision of a transaction 
platform for processing and distribution of financial products via the internet. 
 
Hypoport Capital Market AG, headquartered in Berlin, is an innovative provider of financial markets 
platforms in the European capital market. For investing institutions, the web-based portal EUROPACE 
for investors provides an information platform with high quality and a depth of information achieved by 
covering more than 90% of all public ABS transactions in the European marketplace. EUROPACE for 
investors offers a complete deal and originator library for European ABS transactions. Analytical 
functions like cash-flow scenario calculation, loan-level slicing-and-dicing including overlap analyses 
(for example for CLO/CDO investors) are available as well as the complete monitoring of an 
investment portfolio.  
 
For loan portfolio managers, issuers and trustees/paying agents Hypoport Capital Market AG offers 
additionally a data management, reporting and analytical solution for the whole loan and fixed income 
industry named EUROPACE for issuers. EUROPACE for issuers is a platform for the supervision and 
monitoring of credit portfolio risks, structuring support of transactions, processing of data at issue and 
in the subsequent investor reporting, as well as one-stop access to the institutional investor 
community for ABS transactions, covered bond issuance, sale of credit portfolios.  
 
 
About ValuePrice AG 
 
While valuations for the customary and liquid financial instruments are still relatively accessible via 

standard valuation models, ValuePrice AG operates essentially as a “valuation agency” that unlike 

rivals does not rely for its work on contributor-based feeds from banks but on its own independent 

calculation methods and methodologies.  

 

Trough a unique combination of mathematical modeling, market data, calculation software and 

customer service expertise, ValuePrice enables clients to comply with regulatory requirements by 

providing transparent and auditable valuation services. The company values financial instruments for 

Corporate Treasuries, asset managers, international banks, custodian banks and other financial 

service provider. Moreover, Value Price offers qualified advice in the fields “valuation methods” and 

“valuation processes”. 

 

The ValuePrice team thus includes capital markets specialists, financial experts, mathematicians, 

even a physicist, project managers as well as IT, hardware and software engineers. With at present 

over 30 employees the little more than two years old company has established quickly in the financial 

markets.    


